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Heat wave sweeps
northwest India
S

 ACCUWEATHER PREDICTED THAT THE TEMPERATURE IN CENTRAL - WESTERN MADHYA
PRADESH TO TOUCH 46 DEGREE CELSIUS IN THE
WEEKEND.
 THE IMD SAID A PROLONGED DRY SPELL HAS
LED TO SEVERE HOT WEATHER CONDITIONS IN
NORTHWEST INDIA, AND HEAT WAVE CONDITIONS ARE LIKELY TO PREVAIL IN SOME PARTS
OF RAJASTHAN, IN ISOLATED POCKETS OVER
SOUTH HARYANA, DELHI, SOUTH UTTAR
PRADESH DURING APRIL 3-7, OVER MADHYA
PRADESH, JHARKHAND, AND GUJARAT DURING
APRIL 3-5, OVER HIMACHAL PRADESH ON APRIL
3-4, AND JAMMU DIVISION ON APRIL 3.
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everal pockets of
Rajasthan, Haryana
and even Himachal
Pradesh witnessed
heat wave to severe
heat wave on Sunday with
mercury rising above 40
degree Celsius in several
areas.
Maharashtra's Akola was
the hottest with a maximum
temperature of 44 degree
Celsius, followed by
Rajasthan's Barmer which
recorded 43.5 degree C.
According to the India
Meteorological Department,

Delhi too saw a hot day on
Sunday with a maximum
temperature of 41.7 degree
Celsius being recorded at the
Najafgarh monitoring station.
Isolated severe heat wave
conditions also likely over
west Rajasthan on April 3-4.
The IMD predicted fairly
widespread to widespread
rainfall over Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya,
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram,
and Tripura during the next
three days due to the influence of strong southwesterly
winds from Bay of Bengal to
northeastern states at lower
tropospheric levels.

410 bodies found in
Ukraine's Bucha

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
CAME TO 7.6% IN MARCH I

KIEV | Agencies

According to CMIE, the unemployment rate in Chhattisgarh reached the
lowest ever level of 0.6% in March. This is the lowest unemployment rate
in the country. Haryana has the highest unemployment rate of 26.7%.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

HOW IS THE UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE DETERMINED?

I

ndia's unemployment rate
has seen a decline in March.
The unemployment rate in
the country, which stood at
8.10% in February, declined to
7.6% in March, according to
monthly data from the Center
for Monitoring Indian Economy
(CMIE). According to CMIE
data, the urban unemployment
rate in March 2022 stood at 8.5%
and for rural areas it was 7.1%.
Chhattisgarh remained at the
fore in terms of employment.
The unemployment rate here
was the lowest in the country at
0.6%.The unemployment rate
reached 11.84% in May.
According to CMIE, the unemployment rate reached 11.84% in
May 2021. Although after that it
saw a decline and it came to
6.57% in January 2022, but in
February it again reached 8.10%

New Delhi: In a meeting with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, few senior
bureaucrats have warned that the populist
sops announced by some states are economically not viable and could lead them to
same path as Sri Lanka.
On Saturday, Prime Minister Modi had
marathon meetings with secretaries of all
the department. Principal secretary to
Prime Minister P.K Mishra, cabinet secretary Rajiv Gauna and NSA Ajit Doval were
also present in the meeting which lasted for
nearly four hours.Sources said that over two
dozens secretaries have expressed their
views and this was ninth such meeting of
Prime Minister Modi since 2014.It is learnt
that referring to populist sops announced in
the recent Assembly polls, few senior
bureaucrats said that such sops are economically not viable and can take the state
on the same path as Sri Lanka.
"Some secretaries said that populist
schemes or sops were announced in the
recent Assembly polls in the states, which
are already in poor economic conditions.
These sops are not economically viable and
it can take state in the path of Sri Lanka,"
sources said.It is further learnt that Prime
Minister Modi has asked the secretaries to
think out of the box.Sources said the referring to team efforts during the Covid, Prime
Minister said that they should act as secretary to Government of India not as secretary
to their respective departments.

by the Russian Federation in
the liberated territories of the
Kiev region" "This hell must
be documented in order to
punish its inhuman perpetrators." The city of Bucha, along
with Monastyrskyi, Irpin,
Hostomel, Borodyanka,
Makariv, Kopyliv, Motyzhyn,
all in the Kiev region, were
liberated from Russian forces
on April 2. Later that day,
Bucha Mayor Anatoliy

Fedoruk announced that a
mass grave was discovered in
the city where almost 300
people were buried. Dozens
of corpses lay in the streets,
some of them with their
hands tied, he said, adding
the bodies of naked women
were also found on the city
streets. President Volodymyr
Zelensky has termed the
killings as "genocide",
Ukrayinska Pravda reported.

Andhra Pradesh gets new
map with 13 new districts
UTTARAKHAND WOMAN TRANSFERS HER PROPERTY TO RAHUL I

which now came down to 7.60%.
Unemployment rate reflects
the health of the economy.
According to CMIE, the unemployment rate accurately reflects
the health of the Indian economy, because it tells how many
unemployed people are in the
total population of the country.

POPULIST SOPS COULD
TAKE STATES TO PATH
OF SRI LANKA:
BUREAUCRATS TO PM

The unemployment rate at
7.6% in December means
that 76 out of every 1000
workers willing to work
could not find work. CMIE
conducts door-to-door
survey of people above 15
years of age every month
and inquires about their
employment status. After
that a report is prepared
from the results obtained.

ryna Venediktova, the
Prosecutor General of
Ukraine, said that the bodies of 410 civilians killed in
Bucha, about 60 km from
Kiev, have been taken to be
examined by forensic experts,
adding that any evidence
gathered will be recorded for
the ongoing case of Russian
war crimes.
In a social media post,
Venediktova said that experts
from the forensic bureau will
conduct DNA examinations,
autopsies, and sampling of
the bodies, reports
Ukrayinska Pravda. She said
of the 410 bodies which were
found between April 1-3, 140
of them have already been
examined by prosecutors and
other specialists. According
to the Prosecutor General,
there is "crucial evidence of
brutal war crimes perpetrated

The think tank expects the start
of sowing of the Rabi crop to see
a spurt. This means that the agri
sector will once again perform
well in the current financial year.
Due to this the migrant laborers
will return to the fields. lowest
unemployment in chhattisgarh
and highest in haryana.

Dehradun|Agencies

A

senior citizen from
Dehradun, Pushpa
Munjial, on
Monday has filed a testament (will) in the district
court transferring all her
property to Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi.
Congress
Metropolitan President
Lalchand Sharma said
that while handing over
the testament of her

property to Congress
leader, Munjial said that
she is influenced by the

ideas of Rahul Gandhi.
"(Pushpa) Munjial
told us that Indira

Gandhi and Rajiv
Gandhi sacrificed their
lives for the unity and
integrity of this country.
Sonia Gandhi and Rahul
Gandhi have dedicated
themselves to the service
of the nation. She is very
much influenced by
this," said Sharma.
Pushpa Munjial willed
her property to Rahul
Gandhi at the residence
of former state president
Pritam Singh.
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n a major administrative
overhaul aimed at decentralisation of governance
and balanced development,
Andhra Pradesh on Monday
created 13 new districts taking
the total number to 26.
Chief Minister Y.S. Jagan
Mohan Reddy launched the
new districts in a virtual mode from his official residence here. Ministers, MPs, MLAs,
district collectors and superintendents of
police attended the inaugural programmes in
their respective districts.
The Chief Minister said a new beginning
has been made with the reorganisation of 13
districts to double the number. He said from
the state capital to the village, his government
was following the policy of decentralisation.
He said the exercise was undertaken to

ensure decentralised development of all regions by
taking governance closer to
the people. The Chief
Minister said while retaining names of 13 old districts, 13 new districts have
been carved out for decentralised, accelerated and
balanced growth and for
administrative convenience. Jagan Mohan Reddy said the new districts have been formed in accordance with
public opinion. He claimed that while naming
the new districts, the government took into
consideration various factors, including sentiments of the local people.
The new districts are Parvathipuram
Manyam, Alluri Sitharama Raju, Anakapalli,
Kakinada, Kona Seema, Eluru, NTR, Bapatla,
Palnadu, Nandyal, Sri Satyasai, Annamayyia
and Tirupati.

IPCC REPORT: TIME FOR STRICT ACTION, POSSIBLE TO CUT DOWN EMISSIONS BY HALF BY 2030
T

POINTING OUT THAT IN 2010-2019, AVERAGE
ANNUAL GLOBAL GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS WERE AT THEIR HIGHEST LEVELS IN
HUMAN HISTORY, BUT THE RATE OF GROWTH
HAS SLOWED, THE WGIII REPORT SAID:
"WITHOUT IMMEDIATE AND DEEP EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS ACROSS ALL SECTORS, LIMITING GLOBAL WARMING TO 1.5 DEGREES
CELSIUS IS BEYOND REACH. HOWEVER,
THERE IS INCREASING EVIDENCE OF CLIMATE
ACTION THAT IS BRINGING IN THE CHANGE."
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he first sounded 'Code Red'
while the second termed climate
change a threat to human well
being and health of the planet and
now, the report of the third working
group of the Inter-governmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) has sought
to build hope by offering multiple mitigation actions.
IPCC's Sixth Assessment Report by
REDUCING EMISSIONS IN INDUSTRY WILL
Working Group III (AR6 WGIII) on
INVOLVE USING MATERIALS MORE EFFICIENT- 'Mitigation of Climate Change' has
LY, REUSING AND RECYCLING PRODUCTS AND presented financially sound multiple
MINIMISING WASTE. FOR BASIC MATERIALS, options for each country to cut down
INCLUDING STEEL, BUILDING MATERIALS AND emissions to limit warming to 1.5
CHEMICALS, LOW- TO ZERO-GREENHOUSE
degrees alive.
GAS PRODUCTION PROCESSES ARE AT THEIR
Since 2010, there have been susPILOT TO NEAR-COMMERCIAL STAGE, THE
tained decreases of up to 85 per cent
IPCC SCIENTISTS SAID.
in the costs of solar and wind energy,

and batteries. An increasing range of
policies and laws have enhanced energy efficiency, reduced rates of defor-

estation and accelerated the deployment of renewable energy, said scientists in this latest IPCC report.

This sector accounts for about a
quarter of global emissions. Achieving
net zero will be challenging and will
require new production processes, low
and zero emissions electricity, hydrogen, and, where necessary, carbon
capture and storage. Agriculture,
forestry, and other land use can provide large-scale emissions reductions
and also remove and store carbon
dioxide at scale.
The assessment of future pathways
in this report covers near term (to
2030), medium term (up to 2050), and
long term (to 2100) timescales, combining assessment of existing pledges
and actions with an assessment of
emissions reductions, and their implications, associated with long-term
temperature outcomes up to the
year 2100.
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Hindi poet Makhanlal Chuturvedi's
birthplace named after him

THREE MORE HELD IN MULTI-CRORE
CHINESE LOAN APP FRAUD
A

Team Absolute|Bhopal
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T

he IFSO unit of Delhi Police
has arrested three more persons in connection with the
multi-crore Chinese loan application fraud and extortion racket, taking the total number of arrestees till
now to 11, an official said on
Monday.
The racketeers were allegedly
duping innocent people in the
name of providing loan and extorting money from the people on the
pretext of repaying the loan
amount.
The three arrested persons have
been identified as Harpreet Singh
and Pankaj, both residents of Uttam
Nagar, and Jitender, a resident of
Kapashera village.
Deputy Commissioner of Police
(IFSO), K.P.S. Malhotra, told
reporter that during interrogation, it
was revealed that Harpreet Singh
and Pankaj were the key persons for
maintaining the recovery group.
Harpreet and Pankaj were acting
as managers of the loan recovery

group. Through technical surveillance, the hideouts of Harpreet and
Pankaj were identified in Haridwar,
Malhotra said.During interrogation,

they disclosed that they were directly receiving instructions from two
Chinese nationals, namely Akira
and Amy.

During interrogation of the persons arrested earlier, it was revealed
that they were receiving SIM cards
for calling the victims from Jitender,
who after his arrest revealed that he
received the SIM cards or WhatsApp
numbers from another person who
is yet to be arrested.
The case came to light after a
woman lodged a complaint with the
IFSO unit of the Special Cell, alleging that she was being abused and
threatened by some unknown persons who were sending her morphed and vulgar photographs to her
family members, friends and relatives through social media.
"The complainant had taken a
loan from a loan app namely Cash
Advance (Danakredit); she repaid
the same in time. But after repaying
the said amount, she started getting
threat calls and messages on
WhatsApp from Cash Advance
employees," Malhotra said.
It was further observed by the
complainant that the alleged scamsters were using the profile picture
of a 'senior police officer'.

GST Council did not recommend reducing KASHMIRI PANDIT
GST on health insurance: FM
SHOT, INJURED BY
MILITANTS IN J&K'S
SHOPIAN
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he GST Council has not
recommended reduction of the 18 per cent
GST rate on health insurance
schemes, Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman told the
Parliament on Monday.
At present, GST on health
insurance services is levied at
a standard rate of 18 per cent.
"Health insurance, like
majority of other taxable supplies, is standard rated at 18
per cent. In pre-GST regime
also, health insurance was
standard rated," Sitharaman
told the Lok Sabha in a written reply.
"A significant relief in GST
has been provided by way of
exemption to above stated
insurance schemes catering
to economically weaker sections of the society and differently abled. Further, health-

T

care services are also exempt
from GST." Health insurance
schemes catering to the
needs of economically weaker sections of the society and
differently abled, such as the
Rashtriya Swasthya Bima
Yojana, the Universal Health
Insurance Scheme, the Jan
Argoya Bima Policy, and the
Niramaya Health Insurance
Scheme are fully exempt

from GST. According to
Sitharaman, representations
to reduce the GST on health
insurance were placed
before the Council in its 31st
meeting held on December
22, 2018 and in its 37th meeting held on September 20,
2019."GST Council did not
make recommendation for
reduction of GST," she
added.

Srinagar: A Kashmiri
Pandit was shot and injured by
militants in J&K's Shopian district on Monday, police said.
Police sources said militants
fired at and injured Sonu
Kumar Balji of Chotagam village of Shopian.
"He has been shifted to hospital for treatment and the
area has been cordoned off for
searches. Militants earlier shot
and injured two non-local
labourers in Lajurah village of
Shopian. Militants also shot at
two CRPF troopers in
Maisuma locality of uptown
Srinagar.
One of the injured CRPF
troopers later succumbed in
the hospital.

Team Absolute|New
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he Border Security
Force (BSF) said on
Monday that it has
seized one Pakistani fishing
boat from the Harami Nala
area near Bhuj in Gujarat.
According to BSF officials, at around 8.20 pm on
Sunday, force personnel
noticed the movement of
two Pakistani fishing boats
and four to five Pakistani
fishermen near border pillar No. 1160.
After seeing the BSF
patrol party approaching
them, the Pakistani fishermen took advantage of the
marshy terrain and fled to
the Pakistani territory.
However, the BSF troopers

T

The ruling BJP is resorting to various conspiracies to divert attention
from the economic crisis in the country, West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee said on Monday.
he price of petrol and diesel
have been hiked 11 times during the last 13 days. There has
been an exorbitant hike in the price
of cooking gas as well. The country
is going through an acute economic
crisis. The government should hold
meetings with all political parties in
the country and discuss it. But the
ruling party of the country is resorting to conspiracies to divert public
attention from this economic crisis," she told media persons here.
Banerjee also said that several
fake developments are made viral
in the country to instigate people.
"Often people are reacting to that
without checking the authenticity.
There are attempts to malign my
image. But I know how to counter
that," she said.
She also said that the Union gov-

T

ernment is silent about the academic future of the Indian students
who have returned from Ukraine.
"The Union government should
take the responsibility so that the
students from Ukraine can com-

plete their studies in the country. I
have already written to the Union
government on this count.
However, I am yet to get a reply. But
I have decided that the state government should arrange for the

Hindu Mahapanchayat: FIR lodged against
Twitter users for posting controversial content
Team Absolute|New Delhi

elhi Police have registered a case
against those Twitter users who posted controversial content, in the backdrop of Hindu Mahapanchayat Sabha, which
the police said could have incited enmity,
hatred and ill-will between two communal
groups, an official said on Monday.
According to the official, the FIR was registered under section 505 (2) (Statements conducing to public mischief) of the Indian
Penal Code at the Mukharjee Nagar police
station and investigation has been taken up.
Deputy Commissioner of Police (DCP)
Usha Rangnani had earlier informed that due
legal action was being taken against those
who were spreading rumours and misinformation using various platforms, including
social media.
The senior police official also shared the
said controversial tweets. In one of the post,
news portal Article 14 had tweeted, "5 journalists, 4 of them Muslim, 1 on assignment
for @Article14live, have been taken by police

same for the students from West
Bengal who have returned from
Ukraine."
On the latest incident about the
viral video that showed Giasuddin
Mondal, an expelled student of
Aliah University and having links
with her Trinamool Congress, heckling and abusing the Vice
Chancellor, the Chief Minister said
that the police has taken prompt
action by arresting the offender.
"The students can have some
grievances. One of them resorted to
abuse for which he has been arrested," she said.
Meanwhile, Vice Chancellor,
Mohammad Ali, said after this
grave insult, he is no more willing
to continue in Aliah University. "I
wish to go back to Jadavpur
University and I have also written
to JU authorities on this count," he
said.

chased them and seized
one Pakistani fishing boat,
approximately 100 metres
inside the Indian territory.
"The seized boat was
thoroughly searched but
nothing suspicious was

FIVE GANGSTERS OF
LAWRENCE BISHNOI-KALA
JATHEDI GANG HELD FOR
SHOOTING BUSINESSMAN
New Delhi: The Special
Cell of Delhi Police has
arrested five gangsters of
Lawrence Bishnoi-Kala
Jathedi gang, who recently
opened fire at a businessman for extortion, an official said on Monday.
The accused, identified
as Sunil Kumar Meghwal
(23), Deepak Kashyap (25),
Deepak (26), Krishan
Gopal Kashyap (22) and
Chanderbhan Nayak (22),
were arrested from
Hanumangarh in
Rajasthan. Furnishing the
details, DCP P.S. Kushwah
said the accused persons
were wanted by Delhi
Police in the shootout incident of March 30 for extortion of Rs 1 crore from a
real estate businessman
office in Uttam Nagar.
"They shot the businessman inside his office for
extortion, causing gunshot
injuries to him in both
legs. He is still admitted to
the hospital," Kushwah
said.

to the Mukherji Nagar police station in Delhi
after a mob at #Hindu #dharamsansad (for
which the police had declined permission)
discovered their religion, attacked them &
deleted videos." In another tweet, shared by
the Delhi Police, a journalist had written, "I
and @mdmeharban03 were beaten up
because of our muslim identity by Hindu
mob. Communal slurs were shouted on me
at Hindu mahapanchayat at Burari ground in
New Delhi. We had gone there to cover the
event. We were called jihadis and attacked for
being Muslims." The programme -- Hindu
Mahapanchayat Sabha -- was organised on
Sunday at the Burari ground in north west
Delhi.

recovered from the boat
except some fish, fishing
nets and fishing equipment. Intensive search of
the area is on," an official
said.Earlier on March 17,
the BSF had seized two
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court here has discharged three accused
in the 2020 Delhi riots
case, noting that "it would be
a sheer wastage of judicial
time if charges are framed
against them".
Additional Sessions Judge
Virender Bhat of the
Karkardooma court in North
East Delhi said even if the
evidence sought to be
adduced by the prosecution
against these accused
remains unrebutted during
the trial, their conviction
cannot be ordered in view of
the Rule laid down by the
Supreme Court verdict in
Masalti's case which mandates that there should be at
least two prosecution witnesses to identify the role
and involvement of the

accused in the incident in
question.
"Charges cannot be
framed against these
accused upon taking into
account the material
annexed with the charge
sheet on the basis of which
there is no 10/10 possibility

of their conviction at the
final stage. It would be sheer
wastage of judicial time if the
charges are to be framed
against the accused upon
consideration of the evidence on the basis of which
they have to be acquitted
later on," the court said in

Pakistani boats in the Sir
Creek area in Bhuj.
Similarly, on February
10, the BSF had seized at
least 11 Pakistani fishing
boats from the creek area of
Harami Nala in Bhuj.

Can Congress topple Goa govt?
'Anything is possible', says party leader
PANAJI | Agencies

A

month after being convincingly beaten by the
BJP in the Goa
Assembly polls, state
Congress Working President
Yuri Alemao on Monday did
not rule out the opposition
party making a bid for power.
"In Goa, everything is possible. Things have happened
in the past, you are well
aware of what has happened
in the past. We are definitely
sure that things will happen,"
Alemao told reporters at the
assembly complex.
Last week, opposition
leader Michael Lobo had
claimed that the Congress
would be in a position to
stake claim to power within
"10 to 15 months".
Goa has witnessed several periods of political instability beginning from the
1990s, with the state seing
13 Chief Ministers in the
decade from 1990 to 2000.
The Congress has only 11
MLAs in the 40-member
state assembly, while the
BJP has 20 MLAs and the

Court discharges 3 Delhi riots accused, says 'Sheer
wastage of judicial time if charges framed'

A

D

post offices, police stations and other public
places. Chaturvedi was editor of "Karmaveer"
and "Prabha", and his poetry like "Pushp ki
Abhilasha", is widely popular.
Chaturvedi, who had repeatedly campaigned against British rule, was the commander of the 'Jhanda Satyagraha', and
actively participated in the non-cooperation
movement of 1921-22 and was jailed.
Recipient of the Sahitya Akademi award for
his poetry collection 'Himtarangini' in 1955
and the Padma Bhushan in 1963, Chaturvedi
died on January 30, 1968.
The National University of Journalism and
Communication in Bhopal was named after
him.

BSF seizes Pak fishing boat from
near border in Gujarat's Bhuj

BJP conspiring to divert attention from
economic disaster: Mamata Banerjee
Team Absolute|Kolkata

village in Madhya Pradesh's
Hoshangabad where legendary Hindi
writer-cum-journalist and freedom
fighter Pandit Makhanlal Chaturvedi was
born was named "Makhan Nagar" after him
on the occasion of his birth anniversary on
Friday.
Chaturvedi was born on April 4, 1889 in
Babai village in Hoshangabad.
Notably, Hoshangabad, which is located
on southern banks of river Narmada, 70 km
from Bhopal, has already been renamed
Narmadapuram and Chaturvedi's birth place
now will be known as Makhan Nagar. The
announcement in this regard was made earlier in February by Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan after getting approval from the
Centre.
Also, on the occasion of the birth anniversary of legendary writer, a 'Gaurav Diwas'
programme was held in Makhan Nagar on
Monday. The programme is a flagship venture of Chouhan and will be organised in
each village, town and district of Madhya
Pradesh by end of this year.
Chouhan, who was the chief guest of the
programme on Monday, performed bhumi
pujan for various development works in the
village. On this occasion, the name plates of
Makhan Nagar were put up in the city with
public cooperation in offices, markets, banks,

the order dated April 2.
The court further said,
hence, there is no sufficient
evidence on record on the
basis of which charges can
be framed against these
three accused. Accordingly,
they are liable to be discharged.
As per the police, the
three accused -- Nitin,
Shyam and Shiva -- have
been charge-sheeted under
Sections 308 (attempt to
commit culpable homicide),
147 (rioting), 148 (rioting,
armed with a deadly
weapon), and 149 (every
member of unlawful assembly guilty of offence committed in prosecution of common object) of the Indian
Penal Code and Section 27
(punishment for using arms)
of the Arms Act, 1959.

support of five other non-BJP
MLAs.
Alemao also said that the
BJP had managed to win the
Assembly polls on account of
a split in votes in the opposition camp, adding that there
was a need to bring the
opposition together.
"We need to chalk out a
strategy about where we
failed and how we improve.
Focus will be on the membership drive and how to
unify the opposition," he
said."66 percent of the people
voted against the government. We will definitely see
in this space how to work.
There was a definite split.

CHANGE OF NAME
I VIDYA VINOD PATIL is
legally wedded spouse of
No. 4582850P NK VINOD
PATIL presently residing at
Patil Galli, Walki, Taluka
Chikkodi, Walki, Belagavi,
Karnataka Pin:591238
have changed my name
from VIDHYA VINOD PATIL
to VIDYA VINOD PATIL vide
affitdavit No. 36AA 080259
and date 4 Apr 2022.

CHANGE OF NAME
I No. 4570761K HAV
NAND LAL TUDU Father
of NAVNIT KUMAR TUDU
presently residing at
Gram Kani Kaith Phaga
Banka, Bihar Pin : 813104
have changed my Son's
name from NAVNIT
TUDU to NAVNIT KUMAR
TUDU Vide affitdavit
dated 25/03/2022.

CHANGE OF NAME
I No. 4570684A HAV
VINOD KUMAR Father of
ARYAN KUMAR presently
residing at VILL JAUPURA
POST PANWARI DIST
AGRA PIN : 282OO7 have
changed my Son's name
from ARYAN KUMAR
GOSWAMI to ARYAN
KUMAR vide affitdavit
dated 25/03/2022.
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BJP LEADER BEING GRILLED
BY POLICE IN BANK SCAM

Space Debris Found In
Maharashtra Village Likely
From 'China Rocket'

The Mumbai Police are questioning Bharatiya Janata Party's Leader of Opposition
(Council) Pravin Darekar in connection with the alleged irregularities during his tenure
at the Mumbai District Central Cooperative Bank (MDCCB) Ltd, here on Monday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

he Mumbai Police are questioning Bharatiya Janata
Party's Leader of Opposition (Council) Pravin Darekar in
connection with the alleged irregularities during his
tenure at the Mumbai District Central Cooperative Bank
(MDCCB) Ltd, here on Monday.
Following summons on Sunday, Darekar reported to the
MRA Marg Police Station, which lodged the FIR on March 14
based on a complaint by Aam Aadmi Party state general secretary Dhananjay Shinde. Hundreds of BJP activists from the city
staged vociferous protests outside the police station as Darekar
stepped inside for the probe, alleging he was being targeted by
the state government's vendetta politics.
Among other things, Shinde has alleged that Darekar cheated the government and the MDCCB by impersonating as a
labourer to contest the bank's elections as a Director in the
workmen's category.

T

He further said that Darekar served the MDCCB Director
and two terms as the Chairman, after which a probe was
ordered by the Maharashtra Cooperative Department and he
was disqualified in January 2022.

MAHARASHTRA BANDH OF OCTOBER 11:

STATE GOVT DENIES ANY CABINET
DECISION TO CALL FOR BANDH
Team Absolute|Mumbai

he Maharashtra government has denied allegations by former police
commissioner Julio
Commissioner that the state
wide band last October was
state-sponsored. Ribeiro and
three others had filed a public interest litigation challenging the state governmentsponsored one-day bandh on
October 11, 2021 which was
called to express solidarity
with the farmers' protest and
the Lakhimpur incident. The
PIL alleged that the bandh
had caused a loss of Rs 3,000
crore to the public exchequer.
As per earlier HC directions, an affidavit was filed by
government and police denying the allegations in the PIL
and stating that necessary
steps were taken to maintain
law and order and to ensure
that there was no damage to
public or property.
Affidavit filed by deputy
secretary to the Home
Department Sanjay Khedekar
states that as per the minutes
of meeting of October 6,
2021, "no cabinet decision
was taken to call for a state
wide bandh". "State cabinet
has only expressed grief and
offered its condolences and
tributes to the farmers who
died in the unfortunate incident that took place at
Lakhimpur Kheri in Uttar
Pradesh," read the affidavit.
Denying allegations in the
PIL, affidavit filed by Sanjay
Latkar, Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Operations), states that the
moment the State

Shinde stated that it was during Darekar's tenure that an
alleged misappropriation of MDCCB's funds to the tune of Rs
2,000 crore took place and sought his resignation as Leader of
Opposition.
Besides AAP, Shiv Sena leader Kishore Tiwari had earlier
filed a complaint against Darekar in September 2021 with
Ghatkopar Police Station, claiming he had mis-declared his
professional credentials in his election affidavits and hence
was liable for action.
Darekar who continues on the MDCCB board for the current term (2021-2026) has consistently denied all the allegations hurled against him in the matter by Shinde and Tiwari,
with the latter urging Union Minister for Cooperation Amit
Shah to clarify the party's stand in the matter.
The BJP leader charged the Mumbai Police of lodging the
FIR under pressure from the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government which is out to nail him, but assured he would cooperate fully with the investigations.

Former Minister Anil Deshmukh
admitted to JJ hospital
The medical official, however, did not give details about Deshmukh's ailment. According to a police official, the 71-year-old NCP leader was shifted
to JJ Hospital from Arthur Road jail on Saturday
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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Government "received
knowledge" that the statewide "peaceful bandh" was
called for to protest regarding
the killing of farmers at
Lakhimpur Kheri, the "state
machinery was immediately
set into motion" and necessary steps were taken "to
ensure that law and order situation is maintained" in the
city by making necessary
arrangements and providing
additional Bandobast of
Police Force. This was done
to "ensure that no untoward
incident takes place and/or
there is no breakdown of law
and order situation", read the
affidavit.
Additional police force had
been provided and for every
infraction of law which was
reported to different police
stations immediate action
was taken by the concerned
police station by either registering FIR and/or NC and by
arresting or detaining the
miscreants, adds the affidavit.
Giving details, the affidavit
states Preventive action was
taken against 63 persons and

16 persons were rrested. One
BEST bus damaged and
some damage was caused to
the Bangur Nagar police station writhe approximately Rs
3,500. "Government was
prompt, diligent and alert in
ensuring that the law and
order situation is maintained
and no harm and injury is
caused to the body and property of the citizen," adds the
affidavit. The PIL seeks that
the HC declare the bandh
(strike) as unconstitutional
and illegal and prays that the
political parties - the Shiv
Sena, Congress and the NCP
- be directed to pay compensation to the affected citizens.
Calling this bandh "unique
and unprecedented", the PIL
states that it was called by the
parties of the ruling coalition.
In the past, a bandh was usually called for and enforced
by a political party or a group
which was in the opposition.
This time it was done
despite knowing that the
Supreme Court had held
such bandhs "unconstitutional and hence illegal."

Former Maharashtra
Home Minister Anil
Deshmukh, who is in CBI
custody in a corruption case,
has been admitted to the
orthopedic ward of the staterun JJ Hospital here, a medical official said on Monday.
The medical official, however, did not give details
about Deshmukh's ailment.
According to a police official,
the 71-year-old NCP leader
was shifted to JJ Hospital
from Arthur Road jail on
Saturday.
The former minister was
arrested by the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) in
November last year in connection with a money laundering case. Last week, a
Mumbai court allowed the

Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) to take his
custody in a separate corruption case. Former Mumbai
police commissioner Param
Bir Singh had alleged that
Deshmukh, then-home minister, had given a target to
police officers to collect Rs
100 crore per month from
restaurants and bars in the
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large metal ring and
sphere that villagers
in Maharashtra fell
from the sky over the weekend could be from a
Chinese rocket launched
into space last year, officials
told local media.
The metal ring -- reportedly two to three metres
(6.5-10 feet) in diameter
and weighing over 40 kilogrammes (90 pounds) -was discovered in a village
field late on Saturday, district collector Ajay Gulhane
told the Press Trust of
India. "We were preparing
a community feast, when
the sky blazed with the red
disc which fell with a bang
on an open plot in the village," an unnamed woman
in Maharashtra's
Chandrapur district told
The Times of India.
"People ran to their
home fearing (an) explosion and remained inside
for nearly half an hour."
Another object -- a large,
metal ball around half a
metre (1.5 feet) in diameter
-- fell in another village in
the district, Gulhane told
PTI. "It has been collected
for examination. We had
sent (junior officials) to
every village in the district
to find if more parts of
objects, if any, are lying
scattered." There were no
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reports of injuries or structural damage. An Indian
Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) official
told the Times that the timing of the objects' arrival
was the "closest match" to
the re-entry times on
Saturday for debris from a
Chinese rocket launched in
February 2021.
"When rocket bodies
survive atmospheric reentry, the rocket parts such
as nozzles, rings and tanks
can impact on Earth,"
another ISRO official told
the newspaper. Spacewatcher Jonathan
McDowell of the HarvardSmithsonian Center for
Astrophysics tweeted
that the ring was consistent
with a piece of China's
Long March 3B rocket.
Objects generate immense
amounts of heat and friction when they enter the
atmosphere, which can
cause them to burn up and
disintegrate, but larger
ones may not be destroyed
entirely.
Their wreckage can land
on the surface of the planet
and may cause damage
and casualties, though that
risk is low.
In 2020, debris from
another Chinese Long
March rocket fell on villages in the Ivory Coast,
causing structural damage
but no injuries or deaths.

NAGPUR RECORDS HIGHEST HEATWAVE DAYS IN VIDARBHA IN LAST 50 YEARS
Team Absolute|Nagpur

he ruthless summer gave an
early appearance this year in
Vidarbha as the month of
March was the hottest in last 122
years in the country. In Vidarbha,
Chandrapur recorded the highest
maximum temperature on March 30
with 44.2 degrees Celsius which was
hottest in the country. In March itself,
Vidarbha experienced a couple of
heatwave spells which is still continuing in April. According to data provided by Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD) on their website,
Nagpur recorded the highest 246
heatwave days in Vidarbha between
1969-2019 in summer season (April
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to July). Whereas, Chandrapur which
is infamous for its summer in Central
India, is the second in the list with
179 days. Nagpur topped the list with
highest heatwave days in all four
months -- April (37), May (107), June
(51) and July (51) in the said 50 years.
For Chandrapur, April marked 13
heatwave days, May reported 90 days
of heatwave, June and July had 38

Now, sociology textbook for nurses
hails dowry as boon to society!
 In a shocker, a sociology textbook for
nurses has claimed that the
 oft-reviled system of dowry is actually
good for society and even
 helps parents of "ugly looking girls" to
get them married off.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

n a shocker, a sociology textbook for nurses has
claimed that the oft-reviled system of dowry is
actually good for society and even helps parents of "ugly looking girls" to get them married off.
The "gems" of social wisdom are available in
"Textbook of Sociology for Nurses", penned by
senior author T.K. Indrani, and published by the
New Delhi-based Jaypee Brothers Medical
Publishers Pvt. Ltd. Following a furore in
Maharashtra academic circles, the publishers
informed IANS that they will delete the offensive
sections in their future editions of the same textbook. The idea of dowry, termed as preposterous
by many, figures in Chapter 6, Pg. 122, contending
the main cause of accepting dowry by the groom's
parents is that they have to, in turn, give dowry to
their outgoing daughters and sisters.
"Naturally, they look to the (incoming) dowry of
their sons to meet their obligations in finding husbands for their daughters," the book seeks to justify. Contacted for comments, Samina Khan, a
spokesperson for the publication house, said that
the textbook author will not be revising the title.
"Whenever we go in for revised editions, this
portion will be removed from the text," the com-

city. Deshmukh denied the
allegations, but resigned from
the state cabinet in April last
year after the Bombay High
Court directed the CBI to register a case against him.
The senior NCP leader's
aide Kundan Shinde and dismissed police officer Sachin
Waze are also in the CBI custody in the corruption case.

The metal ring reportedly two to three metres
(6.5-10 feet) in diameter and weighing over 40
kilogrammes (90 pounds) was discovered in a
village field late on Saturday.
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pany told IANS in an email. Aghast at the developments, retired Mumbai college Prof. Mangal
Gogte said the publishers must forthwith withdraw all the copies of the book from the market,
remove the chapter giving offence, and then, only
be allowed to be available for use.
"How can such trash be permitted by education
bodies or the universities, what impression does it
create on the young minds and the future generations...The book must be right away yanked off,
make the changes before allowing it in the nursing colleges," Gogte urged. Retired city junior college lecturer R.N. Desai wondered "who are the
persons who cleared such nonsense for the students and how it was allowed to reach the students". "Is there any official scrutiny, quality
checks or academic committee under the state or
central Education Ministry which whets such
material before it cleared for academic purposes?
Ideally, all the copies of the textbook must be
taken out of the market... The poison must be

removed as soon as possible," Desai demanded.
The chapter refers to how young boys earning
high salaries or promising professional careers
become "scarce commodities" and hence, their
parents demand huge amounts of money from
the girl's parents to accept her as their daughterin-law. The author lists several "merits and advantages of the dowry system", that is officially
frowned on, while giving/accepting dowry is
banned under the Indian laws. Dowry helps (the
young couple) in establishing their new household as the custom of giving things like cots, mattresses, television, fan, refrigerator, utensils,
clothes and even vehicles are given by the girl to
her husband in many parts of India, it said. In the
form of dowry, the girl automatically receives her
share in the parental property at the time of her
marriage, is another contention.
The dowry system helps spread education
among girls as due to the burden of dowry, many
people have started educating their girls, it also
said. "When the girls are educated or even
employed, the demand of dowry will be less.
Thus, it is an indirect advantage," says the textbook. Finally, it claims that "ugly-looking girls can
be married off with attractive dowry with well or
ugly-looking boys". Incidentally, around 6 years
ago, similar claims on the "goodness of dowry",
featuring in HSC textbooks of Maharashtra, had
created a huge row. The latest contentions on
dowry have been slammed on social media
groups with demands to take action against the
author/publishers of using textbooks to spread
utter misinformation about a 'societal evil'.

heatwave days till 2019.
Similarly, Amravati is third in the
list with 169 days with heatwaves in
last 50 years. Other places like
Yavatmal (168), Bhandara (132),
Gadchiroli (132), Wardha (111) and
Buldhana (110) witnessed the heatwave days in three digits in last 50
years. After observing the increasing
trend of temperature in March this
year, the weather department has
predicted that April will also witness
the maximum and minimum temperatures on higher side. April will experience heatwave days throughout the
month. Generally, in April, winds are
dry and from westerly or northwesterly direction, become moderate to
strong on a few days during afternoon

hours, causing human discomfort.
In the first three days of April,
Nagpur recorded the maximum temperature above 40 degrees Celsius.
The temperature will increase further
with series of heatwaves. In last 10
years, Nagpur recorded the highest
maximum temperature of April
month was in 2017. On April 19, 2017,
Nagpur recorded 45.5 degrees
Celsius. However, the lowest minimum temperature was 17.3 degrees
Celsius which was recorded on April
14 in 2015. These data provided by
the weather department indicating
that the global warming is affecting
the summer season of Vidarbha and
Nagpur is most vulnerable to heatwaves and high temperature.

Maharashtra plans to set up
fund to support EV start-ups
z Maharashtra government is planning to create a fund for helping
z electric vehicle startups to scale up their
operations.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

aditya Thackeray,
Maharashtra's minister
of tourism, environment & protocol, said the
Maharashtra government
was planning to create a fund
for helping electric vehicle
start-ups to scale up their
operations.
There are many start-ups
entering the EV space but
they need to scale up operations and the state government would like to support
them, Thackeray said. He
hoped the see them grow
from regional players to
national level players.
Thackeray was speaking at
the Pune Alternate Fuel
Conclave (AFC) in Pune on
Saturday. AFC is an initiative
of the government of
Maharashtra, organised by
Maharashtra Industrial
Development Corporation,
Maharashtra Pollution
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Control Board in association
with Maratha Chamber of
Commerce, Industries and
Agriculture (MCCIA).
Thackeray said Pune
would play a leading role in
the electric vehicle industry
as it had become a hotspot
for EV industry and e-vehicle
ecosystem was building in
and around Pune. Thackeray
said Maharashtra accounted
for 32% share in 4-W electric
vehicle sales and 17% of electric two-wheelers sold in the
country. In July 2021,
Maharashtra rolled out a
comprehensive EV policy, in
a bid to accelerate the adoption of EVs.
Maharashtra had become
a leader in sales of electric
two-wheeler, four-wheeler
and buses. The policy push
had resulted in EV sales
going up by 153% in the first
nine months of 2021-22. The
state aims to have around
10% of all new vehicle regis-

trations from the EV segment. Electric vehicle adoption would pick up in the
next two to three years and
this shift was already visible
on the Indian roads, he said.
The minister said the recent
electric vehicle fire incidents
were only teething problems
and he was confident that
electric vehicle makers would
take care of safety issues.
As part of the conclave, the
first of its kind electric vehicle
rally would be held on
Sunday in Pune with electric
two-wheelers, three-wheelers, four-wheelers, buses running on electric, hydrogen
and biofuels and commercial
vehicles participating.
This will be a 30-km rally
and aimed at addressing the
range anxiety in prospective
customers about electric
vehicles and fear of running
out of power without having
a charging station to charge
batteries.
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EDITOR’S SPECS

Muslim vs Muslims in UP, why?

A

fter the lynching of Babar, a
Muslim youth in Kushinagar for
allegedly celebrating BJP victory,
there has been a disturbing increase in
similar cases that point to a dangerous
social trend.Babar Ali was attacked by
members of his own community on
March 20 for celebrating BJP's win in
elections.Grievously injured Babar was
brought to Lucknow for treatment where
he succumbed to injuries on March
25.Thereafter, another Muslim man
named Shahrukh was given a death
threat in Badaun district and at least,
three more cases have been reported
from other parts of the state.In Kanpur,
one Shakeel Ahmed filed a report at
Kidwai Nagar police station accusing his
neighbour Shahnawaz Hussain and his
aides Rashid Hussain, Rizwan, Bhallu
Tailor, PappuKariya, all residents of the
locality, of assault and death threats for
supporting and placing a BJP flag atop
his house.The complaint was later found
to be false.Two members of the UP
Commission for Minorities have sent a
letter to the director general of police
(DGP) seeking action against those
behind these attacks and demanded an
action-taken report on such incidents
reported in Bareilly, Kushinagar, and
Rae Bareli.In the case of Babar, chief
minister Yogi Adityanath has
announced a compensation of Rs 2 lakh
for his family.According to police, two
accused have been arrested so far and a
massive manhunt is underway to nab
the remaining absconding perpetrators.Danish Ansari, Minister for Minority
Welfare in the Yogi Adityanath government, said that the Yogi government is
with the family of Babar and promised
action against those involved in the
crime.A retired police officer, who
requested anonymity, said that small
incidents were deliberately being given a
political colour by the alleged victims.

'MODITVA': HARD WORK PAYS,
MORE SO IN WAR-TIME DIPLOMACY
I
Nirendra Dev

ndia is the only country
among the Quad which has
not condemned Russia. But
the geo-political standing is
such that none can easily
condemn India in media or in public.
Australian Prime Minister Scott
Morrison says - "all countries have
different levels of engagement with
Russia, other countries in our own
region, and so I am respectful of
that".
The US has called India 'shaky'
but soon it tried a damage control
and described India as an 'essential
partner'.
US State Department
spokesman Ned Price has said:
"....we have invested in that relationship (with India) in terms of
our defence and security. So historical relationships notwithstanding, we are a partner of choice for
India now, asare many of our partners and allies around the world".

IS THIS NEW INDIA?
Till date, Narendra Modi was
known as a shrewd politician, who
knew how to handle facts, campaigning and elections. But one
month of war at the global stage
after Russian invasion of Ukraine,
there may be many admirers of his
who would hail Narendra
Damodardas Modi's skills as a
smart and crafty diplomatic operative. Needless to say, he has been
well advised by suave External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar, a former career diplomat, and NSA
AjitDoval, a former intelligence
wing chief and a spy.
Foreign Secretary Harsh V
Shringla is a dutiful lieutenant who
was even deputed for a crucial
engagement at the UNSC.
History is rightly described as
the most accommodating affair. Its
pages are full of mortal men and
women anointed with immortality.

These spaces are not always given
as accolades. Our good old journalism describes these characters better - newsmakers.
Modi was a 'newsmaker' in 2002,
he became a 'newsmaker' in 2014
and even in 2022 - perhaps he is a
'newsmaker'.Well, he is at least
among the best of newsmakers.
To be Prime Minister of India that is the ship captain of the foreign policy engine room during a
war betweenUS and Russia - is no
joke. Rather it is a thankless job.
But even the worst critic of Modi
and his government would admit
privately perhaps that much to its
credit India has attained a 'unique
and quite an unprecedented diplomatic platform' for itself.
The usual Modi-bashing even in
relation to surgical strikes etc
against Pakistan is missing.
The obsession of a section of
stakeholders to find fault with
Narendra Modi and his government for everything has stopped.
In the process, both Russia and
the US and its allies appreciate
India's balancing tightrope walk.
All these have been achieved so
far without really displeasing either
side. Ukraine may be complaining,
but a tinynation which was almost
turned into a pawn can always wait
for another day to get sympathy.
Between them, Prime Minister
Modi and his handpicked diplomat-turned-EAM Jaishankar, they
have shared at least 25 high profile
international tele calls with global
leaders and astute foreign ministers like mercurial Sergei Lavrov
from Russia or even occasional
"trouble-maker" Wang Yi.
In fact, Chinese foreign minister
Wang Yi made an unscheduled
visit to Delhi within 48 hours of his
statementon Kashmir at an 'Islamic
stage' in Islamabad.
Dr Jaishankar has had half a
dozen meetings with counterparts
visiting New Delhi and Prime
Minister Modi has had at least two
major meetings with world leaders,
including the Quad, besides

PAKISTAN SC ADJOURNS HEARING
ON SPEAKER'S RULING TILL TUESDAY
Islamabad|Agencies
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he Supreme Court of Pakistan
on Monday adjourned the
hearing of the suo motu case
pertaining to the ruling issued
by the National Assembly
Speaker which dismissed the no-confidence motion on account of being
allegedly sponsored by a foreign
power, media reports said.
Earlier in the day, Chief Justice Umar
Ata Bandial said the Supreme
Court will announce a "reasonable"
order in the case on Monday,
Express Tribune reported.
As it adjourned the case, the top court
said that it could not decide
on the case without listening to everyone. "The ruling cannot come out
of thin air," CJ Bandial said as he
adjourned the case till Tuesday.
Farook H Naek argued before the
court on Monday for two hours whereas
Raza Rabbani and Makhdoom Ali
Khan still have to present their
arguments. Naik urged court to
decide on the case Monday but the
court said it needed more time to hear
the arguments of other lawyers.
On Sunday, Deputy Speaker Qasim

Suri dismissed the no-confidence
motion against Pakistan PM Imran
Khan citing Article 5. Subsequently,
Pak President Arif Alvi dissolved the
National Assembly on the advice
of the Prime Minister.
As a constitutional crisis gripped the
country, the apex court took a
suo motu notice to resolve the matter.
As the hearing started on

Monday, a petition filed by the opposition seeking the formation of a
full bench to hear the case was dismissed as the CJP said that the
formation of a full bench would create
delays in other cases.
As he asked Naek if he had any objections over the five-member bench,
Naek said he had full confidence in all
judges on the bench.

Russian troops may have committed
worse atrocities: Ukraine adviser
Kiev|Agencies

R

ussian troops accused of massacring,
torturing and brutalising hundreds of
Ukrainian civilians in the outskirts of
Kiev may have committed even worse atrocities in villages and towns further from the
capital, an adviser to President Volodymyr
Zelensky has warned.
At least 410 innocent civilians were slaughtered in the cities of Bucha and Irpin to the
west of Kiev, Ukraine has said, with bodies
discovered littering roads and basements,
and piled into hastily-dug mass graves as
Russian troops fled the region at the weekend, leaving evidence of their crimes behind,
Daily Mail reported.
Journalists based in Kiev who have visited
the region since Russian forces withdrew say
"clear evidence" of war crimes has been
uncovered, including civilians shot with their
hands bound behind their backs and other
bodies that bear the marks of torture and
rape.
But Tymofiy Mylovanov, the adviser to

President Zelensky and Ukraine's former
Finance Minister, says even worse atrocities
may have been perpetrated to the east of Kiev
in the suburb of Brovary and in villages along
the highway to Chernihiv, a city near the
Russian border, and has called on journalists
and lawyers to go to the region to help document what has happened.
Mylovanov said early eyewitness accounts
and anecdotal evidence suggest children may
have been burned alive, young women raped
en-masse and then executed afterwards,
and people forced to eat their pets after being
deliberately starved by Russian troops.
Others may have been shot dead as they
planted crops in the fields or killed in their
gardens, he said. Bodies of civilians, their
hands bound and bullet wounds in the back
of their heads, littered the streets of the small
commuter town north of Kiev.
Survivors emerging from basements after
weeks underground told of summary executions, sexual violence and terror not seen
since Joseph Stalin's Soviet rule of terror in
the 1930s, reports the Daily Mail.

numerous tele calls.
If all these were not enough, top
ministers and leaders from the UK,
Nepal, Germany, European Union
and some eastern European countries would be visiting New Delhi
sooner than later.
British Foreign Secretary Liz
Truss will visit Delhi on March
31.So far a tendency has been
pushed and promoted that the US
and its western allies will decide
for the world,what is right. Modi
has stalled that theory. The west
pushed the line that they are for
'Globalisation' that unitespeople
and economic interests together.
Nationalism on the other hand
was rustic and backward. It connotes religious fanaticism and ethnic chauvinism.
The Americans even pursued
their holier than thou policy that
from attack on Iraq, Afghanistan
and NATO expansion,it was all unilateral. In the process, western
nations and analysts preferred to
explain world's most complexissue
onto a binary choice.
China thus could be a friend or a

international

Speaker has discretion to
reject resolution: Pak SC judge

4 MINISTERS
SWORN INTO
NEW SL CABINET
Colombo: Sri Lankan President
Gotabaya Rajapaksa on Monday swore
in four ministers, hours after the Cabinet resigned en masse amidst a severe
economic and political crisis in the island nation.
Officials from the President's Office
said that former Justice Minister Ali
Sabry was sworn in as the new Finance
Minister, while G.L. Peiris was sworn in
as the Foreign Minister, Dinesh
Gunawardena as the Education
Minister and Johnston Fernando as the
Highways Minister, reports Xinhua
news agency.More ministers will be
sworn into the cabinet in the coming
days if the opposition parties agree to
form a united government, government
officials said. Sri Lanka has for days
been facing public protests calling for
immediate measures to be taken by the
government to solve the economic crisis, hours-long power cuts and shortages in fuel and other essential supplies. Cabinet ministers offered to
resign from their positions on Sunday
night in response to calls from increasing protests amid economic instability
and a severe fuel shortage in the South
Asian country. On Monday, President
Rajapaksa extended an invitation to all
political parties to join the government
to find solutions to the ongoing crisis.

foe. India has to decide between
guns from Russia or 'friendship'
withthe US and something else.
India's neo-neutral and equi distance stance vis-a-vis RussiaUkraine conflict has irked the US
and as muchit has exposed the hollowness in 'western smartness'.
It may not be wrong to suggest
that during the last one month,
India has made the world realise
that in the contemporary
setting, simple binary choices of
'black and white' actually fail to
come to grips with realities that are
more complex.
Dr Jaishankar and his team have
made it possible to appreciate
globally that despite not approving
NATO expansion, Delhi did not
back the Russian line that Moscow
faces existential threats.
India abstained from UNSC and
UNGA voting and made it clear
that Kremlin's concerns ought to
be understood and addressed. It
has made
a big difference
globally

and many global players hitherto
underestimating New Delhi's position has started showing a 'new
variety of respect'.
Referring to the six principles on
which India's position on the situation in Ukraine is based, Dr
Jaishankar saidin Rajya Sabha that
these include "immediate cessation of violence and end to hostilities", "a return to thepath of dialogue and diplomacy" and the
global order being anchored on
international law.
He said the UN Charter and
respect for territorial integrity and
sovereignty of all states are also
vital.
Dr Jaishankar said these principles further included the call for
humanitarian access in a complex
situation, and being in touch with
the leadership of both Russia and
Ukraine.
PM Modi has spoken to Ukraine
President VlodymyrZelensky and
Russian President Vladimir Putin
thrice since the war began.
The RIC axis is making sense to
Putin also and between China and
India, of course Americans have
more faith
in democratic India - paradoxically today denoted by someone
whom Washington denied visa in
2005.
Well, if they got shocked, the US
policies and Americans' superiority
complex too are responsible.
It is time Americans understand
that it is not only Modi's foreign
policy that has changed the game
for New Delhi.
For some reasons it has always
come as a surprise to Americans according to Paul Bracken -that
people whoprefer Kentucky Fried
Chicken and love MTV would not
share American perception of war
and perhaps even the 'westernvalues' on a different plane.

Islamabad|Agencies
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Speaker can reject a resolution as
per the Assembly rules, Justice
Muneeb Akhtar of the Supreme
Court of Pakistan said during the hearing of the suo motu notice on the constitutional crisis triggered after Deputy
Speaker of the National Assembly ruled
the no-confidence resolution against
Prime Minister Imran Khan as "unconstitutional", Geo News reported.
A five-member larger bench of the
apex court, headed by Chief Justice
Umar Ata Bandial and comprising
Justice Muneeb Akhtar, Justice Aijazul
Ahsan, Justice Mazhar Alam and
Justice Jamal Khan Mandokhel, on
Monday resumed hearing on the notice
taken up by Bandial.
At the outset of the hearing, PPP's
counsel Farooq H. Naek requested
the court to form a full-court bench

to hear the case.
"The court should form a full-court
bench for [this] important constitutional matter," Naek said.
Responding to Naek's request,
Bandial remarked that the bench would
wrap up if Naek says he doesn't have
confidence in anyone.
The Chief Justice inquired if Naek
would like to share which of the
constitutional questions need the
formation of a full-court bench.
"Looking into the constitutional
questions is the court's job. You
tell us what is the basis of your case.
The full-court bench held 66 hearings
on a case for two years. As many as
12,000 cases are piled up due to fullcourt bench [hearings]," the top judge
remarked, Geo News reported.
Bandial went on to say that one fullcourt bench caused a backlog of
one million cases.
"The court will let you know if a fullcourt bench is needed over the
constitutional questions in the case,"
Bandial said.
"Any order and action of Prime
Minister Imran Khan and President Arif
Alvi regarding the dissolution of the
National Assembly shall be
subject to the order of this court,"
Bandial added.

RUSSIA BLAMES UKRAINE FOR FIRING ON CIVILIANS IN BUCHA
New Delhi|Agencies

R

ussia has blamed Ukrainian
forces for firing on civilians in
Bucha city near Kiev and
alleged that its provoking the
Russians for posting videos and pictures as it claimed that it had withdrew on March 30.
"We would like to emphasise that
all Russian units withdrew completely
from Bucha as early as March 30,
the day after the Russia-Ukraine faceto-face round of talks in Turkey," a
statement from Russian Defence
Ministry said on Monday.
"The Ukrainian forces shot at people in Bucha, Kiev regionm regardless
of whether they were carrying
weapons or not. The main thing was
that they were wearing white armbands. All the photos and videos published by the Kiev regime allegedly
testifying to some 'crimes' committed
by Russian servicemen in Bucha, Kiev

region are just another provocation."
It said during the time that the
town has been under the control of
the Russian armed forces, not a single
local resident has suffered from any
violent action.
Russian servicemen have delivered
and distributed 452 tonnes of
humanitarian aid to civilians in the

Kiev region, the Ministry added.
It said that as long as the city was
under the control of the Russian
armed forces, locals in Bucha were
moving freely.
It further claimed that exits from
Bucha were not blocked and local
residents were free to leave the town
in northern direction, including to

Belarus.
At the same time, the southern outskirts of the city, including residential
areas, were shelled round the clock
by Ukrainian troops with large-calibre
artillery, tanks and multiple launch
rocket systems, the Ministry said.
It said that on March 31 when the
Mayor of Bucha Anatoliy Fedoruk
confirmed in a video message that
there were no Russian servicemen in
the town, he did not mention the
civilian deaths.
The so-called "evidence of crimes"
in Bucha did not emerge until the
fourth day, when the Security Service
of Ukraine and representatives of
Ukrainian media arrived in the town.
"All this confirms conclusively that
the photos and video footage from
Bucha are another production by
the Kiev regime for the Western
media, as was the case in Mariupol
with the maternity hospital, as well as
in other cities." the statement added.
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madhya pradesh
SHIVRAJ SINGH CHOUHAN TALKING TO
ME THROUGH MEDIA, SAYS UMA BHARTI
Team Absolute|Bhopal

S

enior BJP leader Uma
Bharti on Monday said
that Madhya Pradesh
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan, with whom she
shared a cordial relationship,
has stopped interacting with
her directly and replies to her
through the media.
She was referring to
Chouhan's recent statement
that he will close down liquor
shops if people stop drinking.
"I have shared a relationship of respect and affection
with respected elder brother
Shivraj Singh Chouhan ji
from 1984 to March 2022.
While going to the office or
even if I was on a visit to the
Himalayas or if he remembered any of my religious
songs, Shivraj ji would meet
or telephone me. During the
past two years, during every
meeting, I have discussed
liquor prohibition with him.
But now that the matter has
come out in public, why has
my brother stopped talking to
me? Why is he speaking
through the media?" Bharti
tweeted. The former chief
minister has again made a
string of suggestions to stop

Mumbai, Tuesday, April 5, 2022

Youths Should Take Inspiration from Tantya Mama,
Cooperate In the Development of the Society: Governor
Team Absolute | Bhopal

G

the illegal sale of liquor which
includes serving liquor in
open spaces adjacent to
liquor shops and not opening
liquor shops where locals,
especially women, oppose
them as they are the ones
who have voted the BJP to
power in the state. Replying
to Chouhan's statement that
"If people stop drinking, I will
close down liquor shops,"
Bharti said that stopping the
illegal sale of liquor is the
responsibility of the police
and the administration and
an issue of law and order.
Taking a jibe at her, senior
Congress leader and Rajya
Sabha MP Digvijaya Singh
said: "Very basic differences
regarding liquor ban between
Uma ji and mamu ji (referring

to Shivraj) have come to the
fore. BJP central and state
leaders should make the policy on the issue clear."
Uma Bharti has been advocating for total prohibition in
the state for more than a year
now. She has repeatedly
announced dates for her
ground campaign on the
issue and then deferred it,
saying that both CM
Chouhan and state BJP president Vishnu Dutt Sharma
were sensitive leaders and
agreed with her on the issue.
Uma Bharti posted a series of
tweets on April 1, saying that
she was ashamed that the
state government was earning
revenue by playing with the
lives and honour of the sons
and daughters of the state.

overnor Mangubhai Patel
has said that youths should
cooperate in the development of tribal society taking inspiration from Tantya Mama. Come
forward to provide the benefits of
welfare schemes of the government to the tribal society. Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
said that the government is working wholeheartedly to fulfil the
goals for which Tantya Mama
fought.
Governor Patel, Chief Minister
Chouhan were addressing the revolutionary Jannayak Tantya Bhil
Janmotsav programme in
Khargone district through virtual
medium from Bhopal.
Patel said that Tantya Mama
fought with the imperialist forces
without worrying for his life to protect the self-respect of tribal society, to save water, forest and land. It
is a matter of pride and honour to
take part in the birth anniversary
programme of tribal's pride Tantya
Mama, the champion of the
oppressed and the victims. Tantya
Mama has set an example of sacrifice, dedication, courage and service to protect religion, culture and

ethnic self-respect. He was not just
the voice of the forest dwellers. He
was the protector of the interests of
the people on the last line of the
society. The New York Times, the
English newspaper of America at
that time, mentioned him as Robin
Hood of India, who was the messiah of the poor. Referring to the
schemes run by the government,
Governor said that new doors of
possibilities have opened in the
fields of health, education, housing
and livelihood of the tribal com-

munity. He has appealed that the
tribal brothers and sisters should
come forward to get tested for the
disease to eliminate the congenital
and deadly sickle cell disease.
Better treatment will be possible if
the disease is detected before the
symptoms of the disease appear.
Administered a pledge that by taking advantage of the schemes of
the government for the progress of
the tribal society, they will provide
good education, health to children
and better standard of living to the

family. Will give a happy and
cheerful life to the future generation. Chief Minister Chouhan said
that the government belongs to
everyone but the first right belongs
to the poor. He said that under the
Prime Minister's Free Food Grain
Scheme, the distribution of food
grains would be done till the
month of September. For the
development of forest villages,
eight hundred villages will be converted into revenue villages.
Leases of residential lands will also
be given. He said that 35 thousand
pattas are being distributed. The
work of checking is also going on.
He said that the cases of charging
of interest at more than the prescribed rate have been nullified.
Work will also be done to buy forest produce at support price. 75
percent of the tendu patta profit
will be given as a bonus to the collectors. Under the PESA Act, 5 percent will be given to the Gram
Sabhas. He said that the government is implementing the PESA
law in harmony. The 18 resolutions taken by the government are
being fulfilled expeditiously. He
remembered Tantya Mama
through folk songs in the programme.

Kamal Nath's role in MP NOW, CONGRESS AND BJP SPAR OVER RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS IN MP
key issue of Cong's meet T
Team Absolute |Bhopal

A

day ahead of a crucial meeting of
the Congress in Madhya Pradesh,
political circles are abuzz with
speculations on senior party leader
Kamal Nath's role in the coming days
amid murmurs suggesting that the exUnion minister and former Madhya
Pradesh chief minister may quit as the
Leader of Opposition.
Even as Congress leaders in the state
refrained from making any remark, they
submitted that any decision would be
taken through the 'democratic route'.
A senior Congress leader told IANS:
"For us, it is not more important who
should lead the party. In fact, it is more
important to hold a discussion and
make the party united to take on the BJP
ahead of the assembly polls in 2023."
Kamal Nath leads the Congress in
Madhya Pradesh, and holds the post of
the party's state president, and the
Leader of Opposition.

Since the last few months, some senior Congress leaders time and again
have been camping against Kamal Nath,
and directly or indirectly demanding
change in the state leadership.
Some of them have also recently met
Congress president Sonia Gandhi.
Therefore, a lot of speculations are
being made about possible changes in
the Madhya Pradesh Congress ahead of
the meeting.
"Kamal Nath may offer to quit the
position of leader of opposition, mainly

because he has a lot of responsibilities in
the state, as well as in the national level.
He has always tried to bring unity to the
party and he will be doing the same,
whenever it is needed," a senior
Congress leader said on the condition of
anonymity. Recently, in response to
holding the post of party president and
Leader of Opposition, Kamal Nath has
said that he has never applied for any
post in the party. "I never ever applied
for any post in the party. Even when I
was appointed as state president in
2018, I had not asked for the post. I was
very happy in Delhi but the organisation
gave me this responsibility and sent me
here (Madhya Pradesh) in May 2018.
Whatever steps are taken to strengthen
the Congress, I will be happy," Nath had
said on March 31. The meeting on
Monday is expected to go on for hours,
and the Congress leaders are likely to
hold a discussion on the nomination of
the party members for the Rajya Sabha.

Team Absolute |Bhopal
he Congress' Madhya
Pradesh unit has decided to celebrate upcoming Hindu festivals - Ram
Navami and Hanuman
Jayanti - publicly and the
cadre has been asked to
organise religious programmes with large gatherings, it was announced on
Sunday.
On Hanuman Jayanti on
April 16, the Congress plans
to recitations of the
"Sundarkand" (a part of the
Ram Charitra Manas) and
"Hanuman Chalisa", as per
directions issued by the state
Congress President and former chief minister Kamal
Nath.
The party office on Sunday
issued a letter on behalf of
Nath, directing party leaders
and workers to hold religious
programmes on April 10 and
April 16 to celebrate the
occasion of Ram Navami and
Hanuman Jayanti, respective-

Chief Minister Will Inaugurate
CM PLANTED KACHNAR AND
Mukhyamantri Udyam Kranti Yojana KARANJ SAPLINGS
 CHIEF MINISTER
SHIVRAJ SINGH
CHOUHAN WILL
INAUGURATE THE
AMBITIOUS
MUKHYAMANTRI
UDYAM KRANTI
YOJANA ON
TUESDAY APRIL 5
TO MAKE THE
YOUTH EMPLOYED
AS PER HIS VISION.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

A

s per the intention of
Chouhan, the scheme
has been made selfemployment friendly, in
which loans ranging from
one lakh to 50 lakh will be

provided to the youths for
self-employment.
Commissioner
Industries and MSME
Secretary P Narhari has
informed that the state
level programme will start
at Kushabhau Thakre
International Convention
Centre (Minto Hall)
Bhopal at 1 pm. A target
has been set to benefit one
lakh youths in this financial year under the
scheme.
In this new self-employment scheme, 12th pass
youths of the state in the
age group of 18 to 40 will
be given loan of Rs. 1 to 50
lakh for manufacturing
activities and Rs. 1 lakh to
25 lakh for service and
business activities through
banks. The government
will give 3 percent per year

interest subsidy and bank
loan guarantee fee for a
maximum period of 7
years in the form of financial assistance to the beneficiaries of "Mukhyamantri
Udyam Kranti Yojana".
Chouhan will interact
with the beneficiaries of
Shivpuri, Jabalpur,
Khandwa and Panna districts and will also benefit
many entrepreneurs at the
venue. The programme
will be broadcast live on
regional channels,
Doordarshan Madhya
Pradesh, social media.
Programmes will also be
held in all the districts of
the state, in which ministers and MLAs will also
participate. 300 youths
from about a dozen districts will also participate
in the programme.

Bhopal: Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan planted
saplings of Kachnar and Karanj
in the Smart City Garden today
as part of his resolve to plant
one sapling every day. Former
MP Alok Sanjar, members of
Sukhvarsha Welfare Society,
Vishal Srivastava, Niharika
Saxena and Shimla Srivastava
also planted saplings. The society is working for environment-conservation and treatment of injured animals. The
members of the organisation have planted trees in the civil
dispensary premises located in Suraj Nagar. The organisation conducts plantation campaigns by placing seed balls in
open places before the rains and motivating the people. It is
the effort of the organisation that the planted saplings do not
become a victim of neglect. The organisation arranges food
for more than 100 destitute animals every day.
Arrangements for the treatment of injured animals are also
being made by the society for the last 10 years. Kachnar
planted today is a beautiful flowering tree. Small or medium
height trees of Kachnar are found all over India. Kachnar is
full of medicinal properties. Karanj has important uses in
Ayurveda.

ly.
"On both these auspicious
religious festivals, recitation
of Lord Ram Katha, programmes of Ramlila and
worship of Lord Ram should
be organised. Besides, the
recitation of Sundarkand and
Hanuman Chalisa should be
organised on Hanuman

Jayanti," stated the letter
issued by Vice President,
Organisation,
Chandraprabhash Shekhar.
It said Kamal Nath will
issue a message on
Ramnavmi and hold a religious programme on
Hanuman Jayanti at
Chhindwara, his home turf.

Reacting to the Congress'
move, the leaders of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) termed it "hypocrisy".
"Those who termed the
Lord Ram and Ramsetu
imaginary and opposed the
construction of the Ram temple in Ayodhya, will now be
reciting Hanuman Chalisa for
an attempt of political gain.
The people know their
hypocrisy and can't be misled," said BJP spokesperson
Pankaj Chaturvedi.
To this, state Congress
General Secretary, Media,
K.K. Mishra advised the BJP
not to play the politics on the
name of Ram and Hanuman,
sayhing every individual has
the right to pray on their
own. "This kind of statement
shows the real nature of the
BJP. Should I say the BJP celebrates the religious festivities
for its political gain? As a
leader of a national party,
one should think twice
before making such a statement," he said.

MP's senior IAS officer Shailbala Martin and
journalist Rakesh Pathak to marry soon
Team Absolute |Bhopal

I

AS officer Shailbala Martin, who is currently posted as additional secretary in the
general administration department of
Madhya Pradesh government will soon enter
into wedlock with senior journalist Rakesh
Pathak.
While, Shailbala(56) is single, 57-year-old
Rakesh Pathak is a father of two daughters.
They fell in love two years ago and now have
decided to take the relationship to the next
level. Pathak lost his first wife seven years ago.
Pathak made the relationship public on his
Facebook account, stating that after several
new debates.. "We are now going to be jeevansathi." Senior journalist-Pathak belongs to
Hindu Brahmin family from Gwalior district,
while Shailbala born in a Christian family in
Indore. Pathak's message with a title "DukhSukh Ke Sathi Hain Shailbala" on his facebook
account read: "We are friends for the past two
years and during this period it was realised we
both share the same thoughts. We often used
to meet during news debates. Now, we have
decided to live together and therefore, we are
going to marry soon. Apart from serving as

senior IAS officer, Shailbala also writes occasionally."
Pathak said the families have accepted their
relationship. The family members had met
during a family function recently. Pathak said
his daughters - Saumya and Sachi - had introduced Shailbala to his entire family during a
family function and she was welcomed by all.
Before getting posted as additional secretary in the general administration department
of the state government, 2009 batch IAS officer, Shailbala has served in several districts in
the state as commissioner and collector.

Soon all the students of the state CM Offers Garland on the Anniversary
of Pt. Makhanlal Chaturvedi
will get the facility of Digital Locker
Team Absolute | Bhopal

 Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan will launch Digi
Locker on April 6 in Yuva
Samvad
 Higher Education Minister
Mohan Yadav reviews the
preparations
Team Absolute |Bhopal

H

igher Education Minister Mohan
Yadav said that soon the facility of
digital locker would be available to
the students of all the universities of the
state. He said that on April 6, Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan would
address the youth of the state through
Yuva Samvad and would also answer their
questions related to education. Yadav was
reviewing the preparations for the Yuva
Samvad program today. He said that in

the program organized at Kushabhau
auditorium, Bhopal, more than 25 thousand students would be able to communicate directly through NIC through virtual classes set up in 52 district headquarters and government colleges.
Yadav informed that universities are to
be integrated with Digi Locker under the
Atma-Nirbhar Madhya Pradesh scheme.
Barkatullah University has been made
nodal for this. He said that the
Barkatullah University has prepared the
data for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21 to
provide the marksheets to the students
through Digi Locker. The Chief Minister
will launch Digi Locker in the Yuva
Samvad program.
Yadav informed that in the first phase,
the mark-list will be made available
through Digi Locker. In the next phase,
certificates like degree, duplicate mark
sheet, migration, transcript etc. will be
made available through Digi Locker. He
said that at present the mark-list is provid-

ed by the university to the college after
the declaration of the result, from where
the students get their mark-list. With the
introduction of Digi Locker, the student
can get their mark-list through Digi
Locker on the day of the release of the
result. The digital provisional degree can
be given online through DigiLocker along
with the final year result of the student.
The Higher Education Minister
informed that the students can get the
digital certificate directly from their Digi
Locker account. This will also eliminate
the problem of missing of certificates. The
mark-list and degree will be available to
the student only on the day of the declaration of the result. He said that with the
introduction of Digi Locker, it would be
possible to improve the certificates in a
very short time. Also, having digital signature in the certificates will increase the
accountability of the employees/officers
and also deliver the services in a time
bound manner.

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan paid homage and offered garland to Pt. Makhanlal
Chaturvedi on his anniversary in the auditorium
at the residence office on Monday.
National University of Journalism and
Communication is established in Bhopal in the name
of 'Kalam Ke Yodha' and freedom fighter Pt.
Makhanlal Chaturvedi. Pt. Chaturvedi was born on
April 4, 1889 at Babai, the tehsil headquarter of
Narmadapuram district, which will now be known as
Makhannagar after Pt. Makhanlal Chaturvedi. Pt
Chaturvedi has been the accomplished editor of
"Karmaveer" and "Prabha," the champion of the
national poetic stream and the immortal hero of the
Pushp ki Abhilasha. In honour of Pt. Chaturvedi,
Father of the Nation Mahatma Gandhi also came to
Narmadapuram district and set an example by reaching his birth place. Pt. Chaturvedi was the victorious
commander and unique creator of Jhanda Satyagraha.
He campaigned against the British rule many times,
due to which he had to face the wrath of the British
Empire.
Pt. Makhanlal Chaturvedi actively participated in
the non-cooperation movement of the year 1921-22

and also went to jail. His poetic works are full of patriotism. He had authority over many languages. He was
awarded the honorary degree of D. Litt from Sagar
University in the year 1959. Also in the year 1955 he
was decorated with "Sahitya Academy Award" for his
poetry collection Himtarangini and "Padma Bhushan"
in the year 1963 by the Government of India. Pt.
Chaturvedi passed away on 30 January 1968.

hollywood
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GRAMMY AWARDS 2022

Olivia
Rodrigo walks
away with Best Pop
Vocal Album honour

JON BATISTE, SILK SONIC, OLIVIA
RODRIGO TAKE HOME BIG HONOURS
Los Angeles | Agencies

usician Jon Batiste, who was nominated for 11 Grammys, was the big winner of the
night, picking up five trophies, including album of the year for 'We Are'. Silk Sonic, a
group featuring the collective talents of Bruno Mars and Anderson Paak, picked up
four awards, including record of the year, while Olivia Rodrigo and Foo Fighters each collected
three Grammy Awards, reports 'Variety'. "The creative arts are objective. It
will find the person when they need it the most. Be you!," a moved Batiste
said in his acceptance speech. After a two-month delay, the 64th Annual
Grammy Awards took place on Sunday night, live from the MGM Grand
Garden Arena in Las Vegas, without a slap in sight and "keeping people's
names out of our mouths", joked host Trevor Noah early in the night.
Being back in person after a virtual setting revived the Grammys with
in-person performances by Lil Nas X, BTS, Silk Sonic, Lady
Gaga (with a virtual introduction by Tony Bennett),
Rodrigo, Batiste, Justin Bieber with Giveon and Daniel
Caesar, Billie Eilish and Finneas, and more. In an emotional moment, Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy addressed the audience with a taped message introducing a performance by John Legend, accompanied by Ukrainian artist Mika Newton and poet
LyubaYkimichiuk performing "Free". "Our musicians
wear body armour instead of tuxedos," he said. "We are
fighting Russia which brings horrible silence with its
bombs. The dead silence. Fill the silence with your
music." The Grammys were initially scheduled to
take place on January 31, at the Crypto.com Arena
in Los Angeles. However, due to the Omicron surge in
late 2021, the event was postponed until spring and
moved to the MGM Arena, which has housed the Latin
Grammy Awards for six years. The evening also took an
opportunity to shine a light on women working behind the
scenes, with Eilish's production manager Nicole Massey doing
the honours introducing her performance of 'Happier Than
Ever'; Chris Stapleton's tour manager Katie Wilkinson bringing
him on stage; Jeanine McLean-Williams, H.E.R.'s tour manager,
welcoming her artist, Lenny Kravitz, Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis
with Travis Barker on drums for a hot jam of "Are You Gonna Go
My Way?"; and wardrobe supervisor Joan Lee doing the honours
for Carrie Underwood.

M

Los Angeles | Agencies

inger-actress Olivia Rodrigo bagged the Best Pop
Vocal Album honour at the recently concluded
64th annual Grammy Awards for her hit debut
'Sour'. The album competed against Justin
Bieber's 'Justice', Doja Cat's 'Planet Her', Billie
Eilish's 'Happier Than Ever', and Ariana
Grande' 'Positions'. Earlier, Rodrigo also
won the Grammy for Best New Artist.
Rodrigo said in her acceptance speech,
"When I was nine years old, I told
my mom I was going to be an
Olympic gymnast even though I
could barely do a cartwheel and
she thought I was joking." "So
the next week when I told her I
was going to win a Grammy,
she was very supportive, even
though I thought it was just a
little kid pipe dream. I want to
thank my mom for being supportive of all of my dreams, no
matter how crazy," she further
said in her speech. 'Sour' was
released in May 2021, and
topped the Billboard 200
albums chart with singles
like 'drivers license', 'deja
vu' and 'good 4 u'.
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'Leave The Door Open'
wins 'Song Of The Year'
Los Angeles | Agencies

eave The Door Open' by R&B superduo Silk Sonic which comprises Bruno
Mars and rapper Anderson .Paak won 'Song Of The Year' at the Grammys,
which is currently underway live from the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Bruno Mars, Anderson .Paak and Dernst "D'Mile" Emile II accepted
the award as they took the stage. Silk Sonic made their debut performance at 2021's
Grammys, performing 'Leave The Door Open'. The song bagged the title of 'Song
Of The Year' as it edged out 'Drivers License' (Olivia Rodrigo), 'Bad Habits' (Ed
Sheeran), 'Happier Than Ever' (Billie Eilish), 'Peaches' (Justin Bieber), 'Call Me by
Your Name' (Lil Nas X) and 'Kiss Me More' (Doja Cat). D'Mile, who served as the
writer on last year's winner, 'I Can't Breathe', by H.E.R. has become the first person
to win 'Song Of The Year' in consecutive years. The songwriter dedicated the award
to his mother, who passed away a few days ago.

'L

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

'In Memorium'
section ignores Lata
Mangeshkar, fans upset
Los Angeles | Agencies

week after the Oscars, the 64th Annual
Grammy Awards also omitted legendary Indian playback singer Lata
Mangeshkar in the 'In Memoriam' section during the ceremony held at the
MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las
Vegas.
The Grammys' 2022 In
Memoriam section paid their
heartfelt tribute to songs by the
late Broadway composer
Stephen Sondheim, performed by Cynthia Erivo,
Leslie Odom Jr., Ben Platt
and Rachel Zegler. Taylor
Hawkins and Tom Parker
were also honoured.
Lata Mangeshkar, lovingly
known as the 'Nightingale of
India', passed away on
January 6 due to multiple
organ failure aged 92.
The fans took to Twitter to
criticise the Recording
Academy, the institution that
conducts Hollywood's biggest
musical awards night.
This did not go down well with
fans.
A user wrote: "A little unrelated, but
when they were paying tributes to artists who
passed away this year and there was no mention
of Lata Mangeshkar- India's most loved singer, it all
felt so futile and insignificant. These shows have no regard
for 'global' music- only American."
"Grammy's s*** for not including Lata Mangeshkar for the memoriam section.
she's one of the most iconic voices to ever grace this earth. just proves once again
how isolated the grammy's are and how they fail to include legendary voices known
by billions. yes, billions," said another.

A

AR RAHMAN ATTENDS GRAMMYS
WITH SON AR AMEEN
Los Angeles | Agencies

usic maestro AR
Rahman took to his
social media to share
pictures of himself with his son
AR Ameen at the Grammys 2022.
The 'Slumdog Millionaire'
tweeted a selfie where he and his
son can be seen sitting at the
ceremony.
The two also posed for the

M

camera at the Red Carpet event
of the Grammys. While the composer was seen wearing a yellow
and brown coloured formal blazer with abstract print, his son
sported a multicoloured shirt.
Several of his fans commented
under the pictures saying that
the Oscar winning composer
should meet K-pop sensation
BTS and collaborate with them
for a project.

The much-awaited Grammys
Awards were hosted by Trevor
Noah with artistes like Silk Sonic,
BTS, Billie Eilish, H.E.R. performing at the event.
Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky also made
an appearance at the ceremony
through a pre-recorded video in
which he urged the viewers to
support his nation in their fight
against the Russian invasion.

Paris Hilton
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La Liga: Barca move second with
solitary-goal win over Sevilla

IPL 2022

AVESH, HOLDER STAR AS F
LSG BEAT SRH BY 12 RUNS

Barcelona|Agencies

Navi Mumbai|Agencies

A

vesh Khan and Jason
Holder shared seven wickets between themselves as
Lucknow Super Giants
defeated Sunrisers
Hyderabad by 12 runs in match 12 of
IPL 2022 at the DY Patil Stadium on
Monday.
After Deepak Hooda and captain
K.L Rahul hit fifties in taking
Lucknow to 169/7, Avesh and Holder
stopped Hyderabad from getting a
move on in power-play as well as in
death overs as they were eventually
restricted to 157/9 in 20 overs.
Hyderabad began the chase by losing openers, captain Kane
Williamson and Abhishek Sharma in
power-play to Avesh. While
Williamson's scoop was caught by a
short fine-leg, Sharma sliced high off
the toe-end of his bat to cover.
Rahul Tripathi kept Hyderabad in
the hunt by slamming three fours off
Andrew Tye in the eighth over.

Tripathi placed his shots well in
bisecting leg-side fielders with his
pull and flick. But the standout shot
from the over was him using the pace
from Tye's short ball to ramp over the
third man.
But Lucknow continued to pick
wickets as Krunal Pandya removed
Aiden Markram to break a 47-run
partnership. Markram tried to go big
over cover but didn't get the elevation

as the fielder at cover timed his jump
well to complete an overhead catch.
Pandya returned for his final over and
had Tripathi slog-sweeping straight to
deep mid-wicket.
Nicholas Pooran kept Hyderabad
in contention with some gutsy strokeplay in his 24-ball 34. He began by
pulling Pandya over long leg for six.
Pooran then slammed delightful legside boundaries off Holder before

THAILAND OPEN

Boxer Monika stuns two-time World
Championships medallist, enters semis
Team Absolute|New Delhi

producing an eye-catchy drive off
Bishnoi. But Avesh tilted the scales in
Lucknow's favour by forcing Pooran
in miscueing to long-off on a low full
toss in the 18th over. On the very next
ball, Khan found a faint inside edge
on a drive by Abdul Samad which
was pouched by the keeper behind.
With 16 runs needed off the final
over, Washington Sundar holed out to
long-on off Holder. Holder followed it
up by deceiving Bhuvneshwar Kumar
with a slower delivery which took the
leading edge high to the keeper and
ended the match by having Romario
Shepherd slicing to point as three
wickets fell in the final over, which
yielded only three runs.

Brief scores :
Lucknow Super Giants 169/7 in 20
overs (KL Rahul 68, Deepak Hooda
51; T. Natarajan 2/26, Washington
Sundar 2/28) beat Sunrisers
Hyderabad (Rahul Tripathi 44,
Nicholas Pooran 34; Avesh Khan
4/24, Jason Holder 3/34) by 12 runs

C Barcelona moved into second place
in La Liga thanks to a 1-0 win at home
to Sevilla. Pedri's spectacular goal in
the 72nd minute decided the result on
Sunday night and it was a goal worthy of
winning any match, as he controlled the
ball, beat two defenders and sent a diagonal
shot into the corner.
Both sides had chances, with Gerard
Pique's header against the bar the best of all,
but Barcelona did just enough to deserve the
win that leaves them 12 points behind Real
Madrid with a game in hand, Xinhua
reports.
On Saturday, Real Madrid won controversially away to Celta Vigo in a game that saw
referee Gonzalez Fuentes award Madrid
three penalties and rule out a Celta goal for
offside.
Joao Felix and Luis Suarez both scored
twice as Atletico Madrid won 4-1 at home to
Alaves.
Joao put Atletico ahead after 11 minutes,
although Alaves dug in and deserved
Gonzalo Escalante's 63rd minute equalizer.
Atletico had enough to come back to win
the game, with Suarez scoring a 75th-minute
penalty before Joao Felix scored a third with
eight minutes left to play, and Suarez added
a fourth in the last minute.
Cadiz edged a point further away from the
bottom three with a 0-0 draw away to
Valencia in a game of very few chances,
while Granada saved a point with another

controversial penalty in a 2-2 draw at home
to Rayo Vallecano. Mario Suarez headed a
94th-minute cross clear, but VAR gave
Granada a penalty from a handball which
Luis Milla scored to complete a comeback
from 2-0 down. Alejandro Catena and Sergi
Guardiola had put Rayo 2-0 up in the first 17
minutes, but after Santi Comesania was
harshly sent off, Jorge Molina pulled the first
goal back for the home side. Borja Mayoral's
81st minute goal gave Getafe a 1-0 win at
home to Mallorca, who improved in Javier
Aguirre's debut as first-team coach and were
unlucky to be reduced to 10 men when
Franco Russo was shown a second yellow
card for handball, which also saw Getafe
given a penalty. Mallorca keeper Sergio Rico
saved the penalty and the follow up, but was
helpless as Mayoral slid the ball across him.
Two moments of second-half magic from
captain Jose Luis Morales gave Levante a 2-0
win against Villarreal to lift them off the bottom of the table.

Taylor plucks final catch in last ODI as New
Zealand sweep series against Netherlands
Hamilton|Agencies

I

ndian boxer Monika handed a shock
defeat to the two-time world championships medallist Josie Gabuco of
Philippines to enter the women's 48kg semifinals at the 2022 Thailand Open International
Boxing tournament in Phuket on Monday.
The 26-year-old boxer Monika, who hails
from Rohtak, Haryana, pulled off an impressive 4-1 victory over experienced campaigner
Gubuco, who won gold and bronze medal at
the World Championships in 2012 and 2008
respectively.
Monika will now face Vietnam's Tran Thi
Diem Kieu, who received bye in the last
round, in the semi-final.
Ashish Kumar and Manisha were the other
two Indian pugilists who also made their way
into the semi-finals with contrasting wins
against their respective Thai opponents.
While returning to the ring for the first time
after 2020 Tokyo Olympics campaign, Ashish
dominated Aphisit Khankhokkhruea during
his comfortable win by unanimous decision

New Zealand batter to complete 7,000 ODI runs during
his 123-ball 106 - his 17th
ODI ton, which now puts him
second among New
Zealanders after Taylor (21).
Young registered his second
hundred of the series, striking 120 off 112, which featured six hits to the fence and
four over it.

R

men's 81kg quarter-final, Manisha, who
recently qualified for the upcoming World
Championships as well as Asian Games, registered a hard-fought 3-2 win over the twotime youth Asian champion Porntip Buapa.
Meanwhile, Renu (54kg) and Monika
(63kg) ended their campaigns following
defeats in the quarter-finals. Renu went down
fighting 2-3 in a close contest against the U-22
European champion Italy's Sirine Charaabi.
On the other hand, Monika conceded a defeat
by RSC verdict against local favourite
Panpatchara Somnuek in the women's light
welter contest.

oss Taylor scored only
14 runs in his final ODI
match but more importantly pouched the catch to
dismiss the final Netherlands
batter and helped New
Zealand romp to a 115-run
victory and sweep the threematch series 3-0 here on
Monday.
The Blackcaps rode on
centuries by opener Martin
Guptill (106 - 123b, 11x4, 2x6)
and Will Young (120 - 112b,
6x4, 4x6) to post a mammoth
333/8 in their allotted 50
overs.
In reply, the Netherlands
were bowled out for 218 in
42.3 overs, seamer Matt
Henry claiming 4/36 at
Seddon Park here.

Brief scores :

New Zealand's sixth
straight win in the ICC Men's
Cricket World Cup Super
League helped them leapfrog

Pakistan to the eighth position on the virtue of a superior Net Run Rate (NRR). The
Netherlands remain at the

bottom of the 13-team table
with 25 points from 10
games.
Guptill became the fourth

New Zealand 333/8 in 50
overs (Martin Guptill 106,
Will Young 120; Clayton
Floyd 2/41, Aryan Dutt 2/49,
Fred Klaassen 2/62) beat
the Netherlands 218 all out
in 42.3 overs (Stephan
Myburgh 64, Logan van
Beek 32; Matt Henry 4/36,
Doug Bracewell 2/23) by
115 runs.

IGA SWIATEK OFFICIALLY
BECOMES WORLD NO.1 IN
WTA RANKING

No Indian in ICC's Most Valuable
Team of Women's World Cup

ALCARAZ CLAIMS MIAMI
OPEN TITLE; SET TO RISE
TO NO. 11 IN THE WORLD

Miami: Poland's tennis
star Iga Swiatek officially
became the world No.1
women's tennis player
when the rankings for the
week were announced on
Monday. In a historymaking achievement, the
20-year-old Swiatek -- who defeated Japan's Naomi Osaka
in the Miami Open (WTA 1000 event) final on Sunday
(IST) -- became the first player from Poland to reach No. 1
in either ATP or WTA rankings history.The previous highest-ranked player from Poland was Agnieszka Radwanska,
who was No. 2 on the WTA rankings in 2012 and 2016,
according to tennis.com. Swiatek is also the first player
born in the 2000s to reach No. 1 in either ATP or WTA
rankings history. Swiatek has become world No. 1 on the
back of a superb last six weeks, where she has won 17
matches in a row to capture back-to-back WTA 1000 titles
at Doha, Indian Wells and Miami. "Even if Barty hadn't
retired and her name removed from the WTA rankings,
Swiatek would have been on the verge of No. 1 anyway -Barty would have had 6,980 ranking points this week, and
Swiatek now has 6,771 ranking points," according to tennis.com. Four-time Grand Slam champion and former No.
1 Osaka rebounded from No. 77 to No. 35 after reaching
her maiden final since the 2021 Australian Open.

Christchurch|Agencies

Miami: Teenage Spanish tennis
player Carlos Alcaraz clinched the
biggest ATP Tour title of his career,
defeating sixth seed Casper Ruud
of Norway, 7-5, 6-4 to lift the
Miami Open trophy at Hard Rock
Stadium on Monday (IST). This is 18-year-old Alcaraz's
maiden ATP Masters 1000 title and his third tour-level
crown and it made him the youngest Miami men's champion in the tournament's 37-year history. Alcaraz also
became the third-youngest ATP Masters 1000 champion
overall, spanning 283 events from 1990, according to atptour.com. Alcaraz, who is the first Spanish champion at the
event, will rise to a career-high of No. 11 in the latest ATP
Rankings when they are released later on Monday. Only
American Michael Chang (Toronto 1990) and Spain's
Rafael Nadal (2005 Monte Carlo) were younger that
Alcaraz's 18 years and 333 days when they won their first
ATP Masters 1000 titles. Alcaraz replaced Serbia's Novak
Djokovic as the youngest Miami champion, with the world
No. 1 taking the 2007 title at the age of 19, when Alcaraz
was three years old. Ruud, who was competing in his 10th
ATP Tour final, was seeking the second hard-court trophy
of his career. In addition to becoming the youngest winner
in tournament history, Alcaraz becomes the first Spanish
male player to claim the title following eight previous final
appearances, including five by Nadal.

N

o Indian cricketer figures in the 12-member "Most Valuable
Team" (MVT) of the ICC
Women's Cricket World
Cup, revealed by the
International Cricket
Council on Monday.
The MVT, which is captained by Australian skipper
Meg Lanning, has three
other Southern Stars in the
ranks, besides three English
players, three South
Africans, a West Indies player and a Bangladeshi cricketer.However, the likes of
Mithali Raj, Harmanpreet
Kaur, Smriti Mandhana and
Jhulan Goswami are missing
from the list because of their
patchy performance in the
tournament. 2017 World
Cup runners-up India
bowed out of the tourna-

WORLD DOUBLES SQUASH

Dipika Pallikal, Joshna Chinappa
in five-member Indian team
Glasgow|Agencies

F

ormer Commonwealth
Games champions
Dipika Pallikal and
Joshna Chinappa along with
Vikram Malhotra, Ramit
Tandon and Saurav Ghosal
have been included in the
Indian team for the World
Double Squash
Championships 2022 in
Glasgow, Scotland from April
5 to 9.
A total of 86 elite players
from India, Australia,
Canada, Scotland, New
Zealand, England, Colombia,
Hong Kong, Malaysia, Malta,
Singapore, South Africa,
Spain, Sri Lanka and Wales
will be playing at the Glasgow

world squash meet.
The World Doubles
Squash Championships features three separate medal
events -- men's doubles,
women's doubles and mixed
doubles.
Dipika Pallikal, who
clinched her first of three
WISPA titles in September

2011 by winning the Orange
County Open in Irvine,
California, will pair up with
Joshna Chinappa for
women's doubles. They have
been drawn into Group B.
Dipika and Joshna have a
good record playing together,
having won gold at the
Commonwealth Games in
2014 and silver in 2018. Both
are also Asian Games medallists in singles individually.
In the mixed doubles,
India will field two teams -Joshna Chinappa and Vikram
Malhotra and Dipika Pallikal
and Saurav Ghosal while
Ramit Tandon will partner
Malhotra in men's doubles.
The duo is in Group E, an
Olympics.com report said.

ment in the league phase,
winning just three games
out of seven in the eightteam tournament.
Lanning has been named
captain of the MVT as she

guided Australia to its seventh Women's World Cup
title, defeating England by 71
runs at Hagley Oval on
Sunday, and also scoring
394 runs in the tournament.

Besides Lanning, 'Player
of the Tournament', wicketkeeper-batter Alyssa Healy,
too is in the MVT. The 32year-old Healy made two
centuries in the knockout
stages, including 170 in the
final.
The team was chosen by a
panel comprising ICC's
Chris Tetley, Lisa Sthalekar
and Nasser Hussain, among
others. Most Valuable Team:
Laura Wolvaardt (South
Africa); Alyssa Healy (wk)
(Australia); Meg Lanning
(capt) (Australia); Rachael
Haynes (Australia); Nat
Sciver (England); Beth
Mooney (Australia); Hayley
Matthews (West Indies);
Marizanne Kapp (South
Africa); Sophie Ecclestone
(England); Shabnim Ismail
(South Africa); Salma
Khatun (Bangladesh);
Charlie Dean (England).

Maharaj, Harmer help South Africa take 1-0
lead with 220-run thrashing of Bangladesh
Durban|Agencies

ter Mushfiqur Rahim was back in the
pavilion in the very first over of the
day after being trapped lbw by for a
duck. Maharaj followed it up by dismissing Liton Das for 2, reducing
Bangladesh to 16/5.
Maharaj picked up a wicket each in
his final two overs and completed his
seven-for as Bangladesh folded
meekly for 53. The two teams will
next clash in Gqeberha (previously
Port Elizabeth) in the second and
final Test, starting April 7.

S

pinners Keshav Maharaj and
Simon Harmer spun a ruthless
web around Bangladesh as the
visitors were bowled out for just 53
within the first hour of day five's play,
handing South Africa a 220-run win
and a 1-0 lead in the two-match
series at Kingsmead Stadium on
Monday.
The main architect of Bangladesh's
demolition was left-arm spinner
Maharaj, who finished with figures of
7/32 in 10 overs, his career-best figures. Resuming from 11/3,
Bangladesh wobbled spectacularly
for 53 in just 19 overs, their secondlowest total in Test cricket and also
the lowest innings score at this venue.
Najmul Hossain Shanto (26) and

Brief scores :
Taskin Ahmed (14) were the only two
batters who reached double digits for
Bangladesh in their second innings.
Giving him valuable support was

off-spinner Harmer, who took 3/21 in
nine overs and completed his comeback to Test cricket with seven wickets overall. Senior wicketkeeper-bat-

South Africa 367 & 204 beat
Bangladesh 298 & 53 all out in 19
overs (Najmul Hossain Shanto 26,
Keshav Maharaj 7/32, Simon Harmer
3/21) by 220 runs
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WORKING WITH
NAWAZ IS LIKE AN
ACTING CLASS:
SONNALLI SEYGALL
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

ctress Sonnalli Seygall, who finished shooting for the
upcoming film 'Noorani Chehra' along with
Nawazuddin Siddiqui and Nupur Sanon, said the
whole experience of working with Nawaz changed
her approach towards acting. Talking about the film,
Sonnalli said, "It was amazing working with Nawaz, Jassie and
Nupur. I had a blast actually as it was a super fun cast and crew.
I was really looking forward to working with Nawazuddin and
when it finally happened, it was almost like going to an acting
school for me. "Just watching him do these scenes and bringing
his own flavour to them, wondering how he does it, was just
wonderful. Most of my scenes in the film are with Nawaz and as
an artiste, it was just amazing for me to have that sort of an
investment and the give and take in the scene from him."
The film is directed by Navaniat Singh.
Sonnalli who recently appeared in the Sunny Leone-starrer
web series 'Anamika' mentioned that her character in the
upcoming film is something that she has never attempted
before. "My look is very different as well as I play a welleducated Muslim girl from a small town. I started
shooting for it in February in Ghaziabad and other
parts of Uttar Pradesh. People will see me in a
different avatar altogether," said the actress,
known for playing a pivotal part in 'Pyaar
Ka Punchnama'.

Team
Absolute|Hyderabad

'R

Why
Ram Charan
walked barefoot
in black attire in
Mumbai

RR' actor
Ram
Charan
was spotted at
Mumbai airport, as he was
seen in unusual black attire
walking barefoot.
The
'Rangasthalam'
actor observes a
41-day 'Deeksha',
which is the reason
behind his attire.
Ram Charan, a core
believer of Sabarimala
Ayyappa, generally observes
'Deeksha', a 41-day ritual, whenever possible. As the
actor was busy with back-to-back promotions for
'RRR', he started the 'Deeksha' post the movie's
grand release.
Ram Charan, who is a pet lover, had taken this
oath to follow the Deeksha ritual, as he had a mannat when his pet dog 'Brat' fell sick some time ago.
"I lost my Brat (pet dog) earlier. That pain was
haunting me and hence my wife Upasana gifted me
a similar puppy. I named him Brat, again. Brat got
his leg fractured and hence I have a mannat that I
will not eat non-vegetarian food until he gets up and
run," Ram Charan had explained in one of his interviews earlier.
Now that the 'Magadheera' actor appeared in
black Kurta and barefooted attire, close sources
claim that the actor does it every once in a while, to
keep his loved ones in his prayers and for positivity.
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A

li Fazal and Richa Chadha have kickstarted the
hunt for the lead actors of 'Girls Will Be Girls',
which is their maiden production, under their new
production house Pushing Buttons Studios.
The film's physical setting finds itself in an elite boarding school of a small Himalayan hill town in northern
India.
It tells the story of a 16-year-old girl, whose rebellious
coming-of-age is hijacked by her mother. Ali and Richa
are casting for the roles of the mother and daughter for
which well-known casting director Dilip Shankar has
been roped in to source the talents. Commenting on the
development, Richa says, "I owe my career to an audition. I was auditioned by Kanu Bahl for 'Oye Lucky,
Lucky Oye' and the rest is history. I auditioned for 'Dev
D' and didn't get the part. But that audition helped me
in landing 'Gangs of Wasseypur'. I am a big believer in
the process of screen tests. Both of us, our director and
our co-producers are looking for intelligent performers
who bring something special to the role."
Ali Fazal adds to his partner saying that while they
may be the producers, the final word on casting will lie
singularly with the casting director.
He says, "We want to ensure that the roles are given
to those who completely suit and deserve the part.
Also, we are the producers and so the decision doesn't
entirely lie with us. Dilip's decision will steer us in the
right direction, I am sure. The idea was always to create the right environment for all department heads so
they can function freely and democratically."

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Vidya Balan: I didn't know the role Grammys 2022:
of a producer when I joined films Falguni Shah wins
Team Absolute|Mumbai

W

ith each choice she made in
films in the past, Vidya Balan
redefined the space of femalecentric films in Bollywood.
Following the same footsteps in her
last three releases - 'Shakuntala Devi',
'Sherni' and 'Jalsa' - the actress emphasised the importance of producers
backing such content to bring change
in Indian cinema.Abundantia
Entertainment was one of the production houses backing all these three
projects.Vidya told IANS: "Honestly
speaking, when I joined the film industry, I did not know the exact role of a
producer in the making of a film but
with time, since I worked in multiple
female-led films, be it 'Ishqiya', 'No
One Killed Jessica' and so on, I realised
a very important thing about filmmaking.
"A film especially if it is unconventional, not a success on paper, it needs
utmost care and backup of a producer
to take enough risk to make such films
and release it correctly to the target
audience."
She went on adding, "The role of a
producer and director is equally
important for a film, if one is the father,
another is the mother of the film.
Having said that I have worked with

Vikram in three consecutive successful
films and I must say, his production
house not only talks about creative
empowerment but actually going
ahead and making films that are so
important in storytelling."
Vikram Malhotra, the CEO of
Abundantia Entertainment, on the
other hand, admits that as a production house, they focus on the story first
and then the rest follows for him.
"Yes, be it 'Shakuntala Devi', 'Sherni'
and 'Jalsa' they are female-led films.
But for us, all these stories are equally
important, engaging and entertaining.
That is why we make a film. We do not
look at the gender of the protagonist
but how strong the content is. Our
parameter is simple. We submit to
the vision of the storyteller, followed by the size of the audience that the story can impact
and then comes the economic consideration, of
budget and
plat-

form," explained Vikram.While the
moods of these three films are very different Vikram shared how this actressproducer duo is working perfectly for
them.

Best Children's
Music Album
Los Angeles|Agencies

I

ndian-American musician Falguni Shah, known by
her stage name Falu, was feted with the honour for
Best Children's Music Album for her album 'A
Colorful World' at the 64th annual Grammy Awards.
Falguni, a New York-based musician has, in the past,
worked with A.R. Rahman in 'Slumdog Millionaire'. She
received her early training in music under the legendary sarangi and vocal master Ustad Sultan Khan in
Mumbai.
In her acceptance speech at the awards, she said,
"Who would have thought that having my mother sing
an old children's lullaby from India would get a
response from parents in America?" She also took to
her Instagram and posted a picture of herself with her
award celebrating her win. The singer donned a traditional red and golden ensemble at the Grammy Awards
2022.
She wrote in the caption, "I have no words to
describe today's magic. What an honor to perform for
the opening number of the GRAMMY Premier
Ceremony, and then take home a statue on behalf of all
the incredible people who worked on A Colorful World.
We are humbled and thank the Recording Academy for
this tremendous recognition. THANK YOU!"

Aahna Kumra
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